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Using high performance techniques to accelerate
demand-driven hydraulic solvers
Michele Guidolin, Zoran Kapelan and Dragan Savić

ABSTRACT
Computer models of water distribution networks are commonly used to simulate large systems
under complex dynamic scenarios. These models normally use so-called demand-driven solvers,
which determine the nodal pressures and pipe ﬂow rates that correspond to speciﬁed nodal
demands. This paper investigates the use of data parallel high performance computing (HPC)
techniques to accelerate demand-driven hydraulic solvers. The sequential code of the solver
implemented in the CWSNet library is analysed to understand which computational blocks contribute
the most to the total computation time of a hydraulic simulation. The results obtained show that,
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contrary to popular belief, the linear solver is not the code block with the highest impact on the
simulation time, but the pipe head loss computation. Two data parallel HPC techniques, single
instruction multiple data (SIMD) operations and general purpose computation on graphics processing
units (GPGPU), are used to accelerate the pipe head loss computation and linear algebra operations
in new implementations of the hydraulic solver of CWSNet library. The results obtained on different
network models show that the use of this techniques can improve signiﬁcantly the performance of a
demand-driven hydraulic solver.
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INTRODUCTION
Demand-driven hydraulic solvers are extensively used in the

perform a task level parallelism. Task parallel techniques

water engineering ﬁeld to solve a large array of water distri-

compute independent tasks, which have minimal data com-

bution system (WDS) problems. The solution to many of

munication between them, in parallel. They differ from data

these problems requires the execution of a large number of

parallel techniques which compute highly interlinked data

extended period simulations (EPS) to achieve the desired

in parallel. Two examples of task parallel HPC techniques,

results. This is particularly true for the following type of pro-

which have been implemented in existing hydraulic solvers

blems: optimisation of a hydraulic network (e.g. design or

to achieve parallel tasks execution, are: the message passing

model calibration), application of various uncertainty

interface (MPI) library (Morley et al. ) and multi-

quantiﬁcation techniques, sensitivity analysis modelling,

threading (Lopez-Ibanez et al. ). The former distributes

and risk analyses, etc. Thus, the computational performance

multiple simulations over a cluster of computers/super-

of the hydraulic solver used has a large impact on the total

computer, or runs simulations in parallel on a multi-core

execution time.

central processing unit (CPU), whereas the latter runs simu-

The most commonly used method to improve the per-

lations in parallel only on multi-core CPU.

formance of these applications is to execute multiple

The parallel execution of multiple hydraulic simulations

different simulations in parallel through the use of speciﬁc

using HPC techniques can improve the performance of

high performance computing (HPC) techniques that

WDS applications that require a large number of EPS
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In order to achieve this aim, the demand-driven hydraulic solver of the CWSNet library (Guidolin et al. a) is

simulations that can run in parallel. The number of indepen-

analysed to ﬁnd the various blocks of the code that are

dent simulations can change greatly depending on the

most computationally intensive. This analysis is performed

algorithm used and the type of problem to be solved.

using a low level proﬁling tool that measures the perform-

Thus, the computational performance of the solver in per-

ance of the code while simulating various hydraulic

forming a single hydraulic network simulation can still

network models of different sizes. A number of computa-

have a signiﬁcant impact on the total execution time.

tionally intensive code blocks, which are identiﬁed are

The computational performance of a solver can be

then analysed to establish which one can take advantage

improved by developing more efﬁcient algorithms, such as

of the two HPC techniques. This is done by checking

the Enhanced Global Gradient Algorithm – EGGA (Giusto-

whether they have a data computation that can be paralle-

lisi et al. a), or by accelerating an existing algorithm

lised and whether the improvement will have a signiﬁcant

using HPC techniques that execute a data level parallelism.

impact on the total computation time. Then the SIMD and

The advantage of using data parallel techniques is that they

GPGPU techniques are implemented on the chosen blocks

usually can be combined together with task parallel tech-

of the demand-driven hydraulic solver of the CWSNet

niques, thus executing many different simulations in

library. Finally, the performance of these new implemen-

parallel with each simulation computing its data in parallel,

tations is tested on various hydraulic networks.

in order to improve performance. However, the disadvantage of this type of technique is that not all algorithms
employ a signiﬁcant amount of computation that can be parallelised. Furthermore, these techniques usually sacriﬁce

DATA PARALLEL HIGH PERFORMANCE
TECHNIQUES

some of the numerical precision to achieve improved
performance.

Simple instruction multiple data operations

Since WDS applications are typically executed on a personal computer (PC), it is important that the HPC

SIMD (Flynn ) operations execute the same instruction

techniques can be implemented on commonly available

on multiple data simultaneously and thus they can achieve

hardware. Two signiﬁcant data parallel HPC techniques,

high performance by exploiting the eventual data paralle-

which can be applied to hydraulic solvers and can be used

lism that is present in an algorithm. These operations are

in any common modern PC, are: single instruction multiple

available directly in the CPU through the use of special

data (SIMD) operations, which are available in a modern

instructions and registers. Today SIMD operations are avail-

CPU; and general purpose computation on graphics proces-

able in almost every family of processors; each family has a

sing units (GPGPU), which uses the powerful graphic card

different set of instructions which have similar functional-

of a common desktop to execute parallel computation.

ities but they are not compatible. Some examples are the

The aim of this study is to analyse if it is possible to

SSE instructions set for the x86 processor family (Raman

accelerate (and if so, by how much) a single simulation

et al. ), AltiVec for the PowerPc processors family

of a demand-driven hydraulic solver using these two data

(Fuller ) and the NEON technology for the ARM pro-

parallel HPC techniques. The aim is also to understand

cessor family (Goodacre & Sloss ).

where in the code it is more convenient to use these tech-

Typical SIMD operations available are: scalar and ﬂoat-

niques in order to achieve high speed-up as not all the

ing point arithmetic, logic, comparison, data movement, and

computations in a hydraulic solver are data parallel. This

load and store (Raman et al. ). The registers available

analysis can be used to improve the computational per-

are usually limited to 128-bit register, i.e. four 32-bit single

formance of existing and future hydraulic solvers, thus

precision ﬂoating point values (ﬂoats), or two 64-bit

they can fully beneﬁt from existing and future compu-

double precision ﬂoating point values (double) computed

tational hardware.

simultaneously. Future designs, like the Advanced Vector
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Extensions (AVX) set for the x86 processors, already plan

access is penalised when executed on a GPU as in the

more computationally expensive operations and the use of

case of SIMD operations.

larger registers (256-bit), thus larger data parallelism (Firasta
et al. ).

Modern graphics cards are usually separate devices
which are connected to the motherboard through a com-

SIMD operations are very useful when an algorithm exe-

munication bus. It takes too long for a GPU to compute

cutes a sequence of the same simple operations on a large

the data on the main memory directly through this bus;

amount of data. One advantage is that the SIMD registers

thus, the GPU uses an on-board internal memory. An algor-

can load and store data directly from and to the main

ithm that uses the GPU has to move the data from the main

memory of the computer. Furthermore, it can take advan-

memory on the motherboard to the internal memory of the

tage of the memory cache system as the normal load and

graphics card and vice versa. This data movement can have

store instructions of the processor. This differs from the

an impact on the total computation time of a data parallel

GPGPU case as will be shown in the next section.

algorithm that uses a GPU. To hide this delay a technique

The main disadvantage of SIMD operations is that not

is to overlap data movement with data computation. How-

all the algorithms have large sections of data parallel compu-

ever, in order to use this technique efﬁciently, the amount

tations available. Furthermore, the SIMD operations are

of data to compute must be very large.

penalised by eventual conditional statements (branches) in

Since data movement probably has the largest impact on

the computations, such as an algorithm with a large

the performance of GPU computing, much future develop-

amount of ﬂow control, and by non-contiguous memory

ment is concerned with removing this bottleneck by

access of the data, i.e. the data are locally sparse in memory.

integrating the CPU and GPU in a single die/chip on the
motherboard that share the same main memory (Brook-

General purpose computing on graphics processing

wood ). This development, together with the expected

units

implementation of large SIMD operations with an AVX
instructions set, shows how in the future the ability to accel-

Since visualisation/graphical problems are inherently paral-

erate data parallel algorithms will be a primary objective of

lel, modern graphics cards are composed of hundreds of

common PC processors.

parallel cores that can execute thousands of threads of com-

In order to freely program modern graphics cards, new

putations and thus achieve massive parallelism. For example

extensions of programming languages have been developed

the Fermi GPU architecture from NVIDIA can have a con-

such us CUDA (NVIDIA Corporation ) and OpenCL

ﬁguration of 16 multiprocessors each with 32 cores giving a

(Khronos OpenCL Working Group ). Both extensions

total of 512 cores. On this conﬁguration, each multiproces-

use the idea of an external kernel to indicate a computation

sor can execute up to 1,536 concurrent threads (Nickolls

on the GPU. A kernel is a function that is executed by a

& Dally ).

larger number of threads in parallel on the GPU (NVIDIA

However, a thread computation on a GPU is not the

Corporation ). The kernels are launched from the main

same as a thread computation on the CPU. Since a GPU

program; however this is not immediate since a kernel

core needs to be able to execute many threads simul-

needs to be loaded on the GPU and the threads initialised.

taneously, GPU threads are simpler, i.e. the number of

Modern graphics cards can achieve very large speed-ups

transistors dedicated to control ﬂow and data management

for speciﬁc data parallel algorithms (Nickolls & Dally )

is minimal. Given the large number of threads that need to

which can be of the third order of magnitude (100x). Unfor-

be executed and the simplicity of their hardware, thread

tunately, not every type of algorithm has the data parallel

computations on a GPU are grouped together in blocks

computation necessary to gain these large speed-ups (Lee

and there is a penalty for incoherent branching and incoher-

et al. ). The specialised architecture of GPUs has some

ent data access between threads on the same block (Owens

disadvantages that limit the type of computations that can

et al. ). Thus, a data parallel algorithm with many con-

be gained from it. These disadvantages are: (1) the data

ditional statements (branches) and non-contiguous data

have to be moved from the main memory of the
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motherboard to the on-board memory of the graphic card in

execute an EPS, an end user interacts mainly with the

order to be computed; (2) the massive data-parallelism can

objects of the ﬁrst layer (network layer), ignoring the objects

be taken advantage of only if there is a large amount of

in the other layers. However, during an EPS run, the objects

data to compute and minimal data synchronisation; (3) start-

of the last two layers will execute the large bulk of the com-

ing the GPU computation when a kernel is launched incurs

putations, while the objects of the ﬁrst layer will be mainly

in a small overhead; and (4) any change in the ﬂow of

used for storing and retrieving network data and for check-

execution or any non-contiguous data access between differ-

ing the ﬂow of execution (Guidolin et al. a).
These features (the use of an OOP model and a well

ent threads/streams is costly in term of performance.

deﬁned structure) make the library easier to extend, either
in terms of adding the functionality that currently does not

CWSNET

exist in EPANET2, such as the possibility to add new different

hydraulic

solvers

and/or

methods

for

storing/

CWSNet is a new open source library for hydraulic simu-

manipulating relevant solver data in the matrix format, or

lation of pressurised pipe networks. The main aim of the

in terms of improving some of the existing EPANET2 func-

project was to develop a library that was EPANET2 (Ross-

tionality, such as the ability in CWSNet to have additional

man ) compatible and that takes advantage of an

devices (such as variable speed pumps, multiple emitters

object oriented programming (OOP) model. CWSNet is

per junctions, etc.).

written in C þþ and all the elements of the network, the

CWSNet can read and load hydraulic networks from

computations on their attributes and the various compu-

EPANET2 ﬁles. The current version of CWSNet contains

tations of the hydraulic modelling are represented as

two hydraulic solvers: a demand-driven solver which

independent objects in the code. Each one of these objects

implements the global gradient algorithm (GGA) (Todini

has its own well-deﬁned interface that simpliﬁes the reuse,

& Pilati ) and produces numerical results comparable

modiﬁcation, swapping and upgrade of the code.

to EPANET2, and a pressure-driven solver which extends

The internal structure of CWSNet is logically divided

the GGA using nodes with demand-pressure dependency

into three layers (see Figure 1): the network layer, the

(Morley & Tricarico ; Rossman ). Given the ability

hydraulic solver layer and the mathematical layer. Each

to read EPANET2 ﬁles and produce numerically compar-

layer is composed of many different objects. In order to

able results, the users can reuse their existing hydraulic
networks with CWSNet.
Another important aim of the CWSNet library is to
achieve high computational performance. Thus, CWSNet
is thread-safe by design. It is possible in CWSNet to run
different simulations of the same network or different networks in parallel. Furthermore, thanks to its extendibility
by design, the code is ready to be integrated with new data
parallel HPC techniques that can improve the computation
performance of the library.
An additional characteristic of CWSNet is that the
linear algebra formulae of a hydraulic solver algorithm can
be directly represented in the code by using various sparse
matrices and vector objects together with multiple vectorto-vector and matrix-vector functions (see Figure 2). While,
this direct representation has a small impact on performance, it simpliﬁes the understanding of the methodologies

Figure 1

|

CWSNet internal structure.
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Code example that uses matrices/vectors objects and matrix-vector functions to compute the left hand side matrix of the linear system generated by the GGA model.

new extensions, and the creation of new hydraulic solvers

they are computed during each iteration of the steady-state

with different methodologies.

step. These blocks are as follows:

The CWSNet code is published using the MIT License
(Open Source Initiative OSI ). This is an open source

•

and permissive licence; it grants any developer the right to

used in conjunction with a minimum degree reordering

as well for commercial software projects. Thus, anyone can

algorithm. This method is the same as the linear solver

inspect the code and contribute to it by ﬁxing bugs or adding

implemented in EPANET2 (Rossman ) which is

new features. Furthermore, the code is cross-platform; thus

based on (George & Liu ). Furthermore, the linear

the library can be used in different operating systems and

system of equations used in CWSNet is stored in a

on different hardware. The code of CWSNet and the docu-

sparse matrix of compressed sparse column CSC type

mentation of the library are freely available on the website

•

Demand-driven hydraulic solver code analysis

and Chezy-Manning (C-M). The characteristics of these
equations are that they use operations that are computation-

Figure 3 shows a simpliﬁed version of the code (pseudo

ally expensive, such as power and logarithm functions

code) used by this hydraulic solver object to compute a

iterations. This loop is executed until the ﬂows in the links
converge to a solution. It is possible to identify in the code
various computational blocks that contribute signiﬁcantly
to the total computation time of the hydraulic solver, since

work (Pipe head loss). In the CWSNet implementation,
equations, Hazen-Williams (H-W), Darcy-Weisbach (D-W)

in the code by the object called HydrauliSolverDdEpanet2.

Each steady-state step is composed of a loop of various

format (George & Liu ; Saad ).
The computation of the head loss for each pipe in the netthe head loss can be computed using three different

The demand-driven hydraulic solver of CWSNet is represented

steady-state step of the GGA algorithm (Todini & Pilati ).

steady-state equations (Linear Solver). Here, the sparse
direct Cholesky LL Decomposition Method (CDM) is

modify the code or reuse it for another open source project

of the Centre for Water Systems (CWS ).

The linear solver is used to solve the linear system of

•

(Power/Log functions).
The linear algebra operations used in the GGA method
(Linear Algebra). In this hydraulic solver, the dense vectors, sparse vectors and diagonal matrix of the GGA are
represented by simple arrays while the sparse matrices
are of ELL (Ellpack/Itpack) type format (Saad ).
These matrix-vector operations are not all executed at
the same time during a steady-state, but they are separated by other various computations.
Figure 3 also shows that a connectivity of the elements is

performed at the end of each steady-state step (Connectivity). The connectivity computation is used to check
which network elements are connected to at least one
water source node. This can be computationally intensive
even if it is executed outside the iterations loop. This
could happen since the implementation of the connectivity
Figure 3

|

Pseudo code of a steady-state step of the demand-driven hydraulic solver.
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algorithm (BFS) directly to the network for each source

the operating system calls. To be used by OProﬁle, the

node each time an element of the network has a new status.

CWSNet code does not need to be recompiled with special

One of the main characteristic of the class that deﬁnes

function calls; since OProﬁle uses the hardware perform-

hydraulic solver objects is that it uses a template to specify

ance counters of the modern CPU to analyse statistically

the types of the four previous main computations. Thus, it

the performance of an application. Thanks to the use of

is possible for different hydraulic solvers to change not

these special hardware counters, OProﬁle has a very low

only the main algorithm but also the type of linear solver,

overhead.
The performance analysis carried out in this work uti-

the linear algebra operations, the connectivity algorithm

lises seven different hydraulic network models of varying

and the way to compute pipe head loss.

sizes; each one is executed using an EPS. Table 1 presents
the characteristics of the network models used in the

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

tests: the name of the network, the number of links and
nodes, the number of reservoirs (R), tanks (T), pumps (P)

The impact of various computational blocks of a program

and valves (V), the number or operational control rules,

can be analysed using a proﬁling tool. This type of tool,

the duration of the EPS, the time-step length, and the type

called a proﬁler, measures various quantities/events during

of head loss formula used.

the normal execution of the program. Some of the more

The models used in this comparison are: two networks

common quantities/events measured are the amount of

used in the Battle of the Water Sensor Networks (BWSN)

memory used during the execution, the number and type

(Ostfeld et al. ); four real-life hydraulic networks from

of assembler instructions executed, the amount of cache

the UK which are commercially conﬁdential; and a sche-

load and misses and the frequency and duration of function

matic representation of the Richmond WDS in the UK

calls. These measurements are then used together with the

(van Zyl et al. ). All these network models utilise the

original code of the program to show directly which compu-

Hazen-Williams equation to compute the head loss of the

tational blocks of the program use more memory or use

pipes, apart one of the real life network (N5) which uses

more CPU time. Thus, proﬁlers are commonly used to aid

the Darcy-Weisbach equation. The tests are executed on

program performance optimisation.

hardware with an Intel Core 2 Quad Q8300 which runs

The performance impact on the total computation time

an Ubuntu 10.04 64bit Linux system. The CWSNet library

of the computational-intensive blocks of CWSNet (pre-

is compiled using the 4.4.3 version of the GNU Compiler

viously

Collection.

described)

is

analysed

using

the

OProﬁle

application (Levon & Elie ). This software is a system-

Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the computation time

wide proﬁler for Linux systems, i.e. it can measure all the

that the computational blocks (previous introduced) have

running programs of the systems as well as the impact of

on the total execution time of the CWSNet demand-driven

Table 1

|

Characteristics of network models used in the performance tests

ID

Network model

N1

Richmond skeleton

N2

BWSN1

N3

Real life

N4

Real life

N5
N6
N7

Nodes

48

Links

R/T/P/V

Controls/Rules

Head-loss

24 h/1 h

H-W

51

1/6/7/0

129

178

1/2/2/8

5

96 h/30 min

H-W

1,091

1,149

1/0/0/0

14

13 h/1 h

H-W

2,182

2,266

1/0/0/26

96

24 h/15 min

H-W

Real life

3,383

3,534

176/9/19/481

Real life

8,749

9,260

4/1/2/175

BWSN2

12,527

14,831
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Duration/Step

167

24 h/15 min

D-W

50
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H-W

1,067
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Proportions of the total computation time spent on different computations in the seven networks tested as retrieved by using OProﬁle.

hydraulic solver. The total time includes the initialisation of

in EPANET2 ‘only 13% of the total run time is used by

the solver, the various steady-state steps and the update of

the linear solver’ in the case of a network of 250,000

the results in the network object. It does not include the

pipes. The total run time included the loading of the input

loading and initialisation of the network object from the

ﬁle and the output of the report.

input ﬁle, and the output of the results. Furthermore, it

It is possible to see in Figure 4 that the power and log

does not include the saving of the results at each steady-

function computations have a signiﬁcant impact on the

state step. The results presented in this work are different

total computation time. These functions are part of the pipe

from those presented in (Guidolin et al. ), because the

head loss computations and together they represent 25–

version of CWSNet used in the test is a more recent one

42% of the total computation time. Thus, the various optimis-

(version 1.1.0) and the internal data structure has been opti-

ation efforts should be concentrated on the pipe head loss

mised to minimise the amount of data used.

computation. The network where the pipe head loss compu-

Until recently, it was commonly thought that the linear

tation has the lowest impact is N5 which uses the Darcy-

solver was the computational block with the highest impact

Weisbach formula. This formula has different execution

on the total computation time of a demand-driven hydraulic

paths depending on the Reynolds number; thus the amount

solver. Thus, a large amount of research has been carried

of computation performed depends on the type of ﬂow on

out in order to optimise the performance of the linear

the pipe. Only when there is a turbulent ﬂow in rough con-

solver using HPC techniques (Crous et al. ; Crous

duits (Reynolds number greater than 4,000), both power

; Guidolin et al. b; Wu & Lee ) or in order to

and log functions are used. While turbulent ﬂow can be

ﬁnd the best type of linear solver to achieve a fast and

very frequent in WDSs, in the case of network N5 this is hap-

robust solution (Giustolisi et al. b). However, as shown

pening around half of the time during the EPS. During the

in Figure 4 by the analysis in this work and by compu-

other half of the time, the ﬂow in the pipes of network N5

tational analysis of a previous version of CWSNet

is laminar. Thus these two computational expensive functions

(Guidolin et al. ), the linear solver impact on the total

are used less frequently in network N5 than in the other net-

computation time is never over 20%. These results agree

works that use the Hazen-Williams formula.

with the ﬁndings of Wu & Lee () who analysed the com-

After the pipe head loss formula and the linear solver

putational time of the demand-driven hydraulic solver

computations, it is the various linear algebra operations

implemented in the EPANET2 software. They found that

that have a large impact on the total run time; as a group
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Connectivity

putational time. However, taken independently, each linear
algebra operation represents less than 2% of the compu-

While this type of computation is composed of many con-

tational time. Of the previously mentioned computational

ditional statements, the implementation of BFS algorithm

blocks, connectivity computation has the lower impact on

on GPU has been successful (Harish & Narayanan )

the total computation time. This is mainly due to fact that

using one thread per node. However, these results were

this computation is only executed when there is a status

obtained using a large number of nodes (i.e. millions).

change between links and nodes, and in these networks it

Given that a typical hydraulic network is composed of sev-

does not happen in every steady-state step. The N5 network

eral hundred/thousand nodes and that the connectivity

is an example where the status of the links and nodes change

impacts on the total computation time only in particular

very frequently, thus it is possible to see that the connectivity

cases, the new versions of the hydraulic solver will use the

has a large impact in the total computation time, i.e. 17%.

original code for the connectivity computation.

These performance tests also show that collectively all
the other computations have a large impact on the total

Linear algebra

computation time of the hydraulic solver. This is particularly
true for the N6 network where it accounts for more than

The operations between vectors and matrices represented

40% of the computation time. Some of these computations

by a single array are well suited to gain from SIMD

are: the iteration through the elements for a status check,

operations and GPU computation since an operation

the updating of the network results, the creation of the

can be computed independently for each index. Unfortu-

linear system of equations to solve, the reordering of

nately, the linear algebra operations that have an impact

nodes, etc. Furthermore, the amount of data used can have

on the computation time are the ones performed on the

an impact on the number of cache misses during the iter-

sparse matrices. Given that in the sparse matrices

ations on the elements (i.e. failure to locate requested data

the access on the non-zeros values is not contiguous,

in cache memory). Since these computations are very

the gains obtained by using SIMD operations could be

small taken singularly and they are very different and

minimal. Furthermore, the time consumed on computing

sparse in the code, the only way to improve their perform-

linear-algebra operations is only around 10% of the total

ance is to optimise the code of the algorithm by changing

computation time, i.e. any gain from the use of SIMD

the internal data structures or by changing the algorithm

operations on this block of the code could probably

itself.

have a very small impact on the total computation time.
However,

linear

algebra

operations

using

SIMD

Applicability of the data parallel high performance

operations will be implemented and tested in the new

techniques on computational blocks

improved hydraulic solvers since they are trivial to
implement and it is interesting to see their impact on

As already stated, data parallel HPC techniques have some

the computational time.

disadvantages; thus not every type of computation can

In the case of GPU computation, there is also a prob-

beneﬁt from implementing them. In this section, the compu-

lem in that the majority of the linear algebra operations

tational blocks are analysed to establish which ones can

are separated from each other by some local computations

take advantage from the two HPC techniques and which

on the vectors. Thus for each iteration, the code would

ones will beneﬁt from using the two techniques to achieve

need to execute multiple movements of data between the

a higher impact on the total computation time. Then using

main memory and the GPU memory. Since these move-

this analysis, new improved versions of the demand-driven

ments limit the gain of performance achieved by the

hydraulic solver will be implemented using the SIMD oper-

GPU computation, the GPU version of the improved

ations and the GPU computation techniques applied to

hydraulic solver will not use GPU computation for these

suitable computational blocks.

operations.
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LDL decomposition and an approximate minimum degree
permutation (AMD) ordering algorithm ‘appear the best per-

The existing techniques used to implement the parallel ver-

forming method for WDN [water distribution network]

sion of the sparse CDM are mainly based on elimination

analysis’. In their tests the Cholesky LDL decomposition

trees (Heath et al. ) which are built using graph

method with different ordering strategies outperforms any

theory methods on the sparse matrix of the linear problem.

other iterative methods on their Matlab implementation of

The speed up which can be obtained using these tech-

a GGA hydraulic solver. However, the authors suggest

niques depends on the size and sparsity of the matrix.

that the possibility to parallelise the CGM is attractive, con-

Thus, a parallel version of the sparse CDM is not easy to

sidering that selecting a proper pre-conditioner has an

implement and the performance gains could be null or

impact on the reliability and parallelisation of the algorithm,

minimal considering the small size of the linear system of

and thus they are planning to test a GPU implementation of

equations to solve produced by the GGA method. For

CGM with ILUPT as pre-conditioner (Incomplete LU fac-

example Vuduc et al. () show that the performance

torisation with Threshold and Pivoting) on a very large

results from a preliminary Cholesky factorisation that

network (more than 100,000 nodes).

uses GPU computation are less than a 2X speed-up over

The above studies show that the CDM linear solver

a CPU implementation, in the case of the smaller sparse

appears to be the most suitable method to solve the linear

matrix. The number of non-zeros of this matrix is two

system of equations generated by a GGA. However, a paral-

orders of magnitude larger (Guney ) than the number

lel CDM using SIMD operation and GPU computation is

of non-zeros of the sparse matrix generated by the larger

not easy to implement and does not guarantee high perform-

network tested in this work.

ance for the relatively small sparse matrices generated by the

An alternative solution is to implement a different linear

GGA. Given these problems, and the fact that the existing

solver which is executed more suitably using SIMD oper-

CDM linear solver of CWSNet contributes only around

ations or GPU computation, such as the conjugate

20% of the total computation time; the new versions of

gradient method (CGM) or any other iterative method.

the hydraulic solver will use the original code for the

The iterative method type solvers can be implemented

linear solver computation. The assumption that it is prefer-

using matrix-vector operations which are well suited to

able to parallelise other operations instead of the linear

gain from these two techniques and simpler to implement.

solver was also one of the conclusions of the work of

A recent study shows that a CGM implemented on GPU out-

(Giustolisi et al. b).

performs a CGM implemented on CPU, using dense
matrices that are ‘equivalent to the coefﬁcient matrix used

Pipe head loss and Power/Log functions

in the GGA’ (Crous ), only in exceptionally large networks. A different study, performed using sparse matrices

The block of the code which contributes the most to the

generated by EPANET2 from real life and synthetic net-

total computation time of the hydraulic solver is the pipe

works, shows as well that a CGM with a Jacobi pre-

head loss computation together with the power and logar-

conditioner implemented on GPU is faster than the CPU

ithm functions, which are part of it. The head loss of a

version when the sparse matrices are sufﬁciently large

pipe can be computed using three different equations; in

(Guidolin et al. b).

this work only two are analysed: Hazen-Williams (H-W)

Neither of these studies compare the performance of the

and Darcy-Weisbach (D-W). Both equations can achieve

CGM to the CDM with minimum degree reordering

higher performance using SIMD operations and GPU

implemented in CWSNet and EPANET2. However, (Wu

computing since they are highly data parallel, i.e. the head

& Lee ) show that a parallel CGM solver without pre-

loss is calculated independently between pipes. The Chezy-

conditioner applied to EPANET2 ‘comes nowhere close to

Manning equation is not analysed since it is more com-

the performance obtained using the linear EPANET [sic]

monly used for open channel ﬂow and thus it is not as

solver’. Giustolisi et al. (b) also show that a CDM with

frequently used as the other two equations.
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IMPLEMENTATION

tational characteristics. The latter is more complex to code
using the data parallel HPC techniques since it is composed

The modiﬁcations made to the original code in the improved

of different execution paths depending on the Reynolds

hydraulic solvers, which use the data parallel HPC perform-

number. The former is simpler but more computationally

ance techniques, are: (1) the linear-algebra operations and

intensive since the very expensive power function is exe-

the pipe head loss computation for the SIMD operations;

cuted each time. Figure 4 shows that power and logarithm

(2) only the pipe head loss computation for the GPU

functions are computations that contribute greatly to the

computation.

total computation time thus it is important to be able to parallelise them.

In this section, the implementations of the pipe head
loss computation using the SIMD operations and the GPU

Both equations are very simple to parallelise using GPU

computation techniques are presented. In the case of the

computing, since power and logarithm functions are directly

SIMD operations version, the implementation uses the

available on CUDA and OpenCL. The execution path in the

SSE instructions set for the x86 processors family together

GPU code can be easily programmed using conditional

with the AMD libM library for the power and logarithm

statements as in the case of a normal sequential code, and

functions. In the case of the GPU computation version,

the data management is simple since the data needed for

the implementation uses the C for CUDA programming

each pipe is taken from the same index in different arrays

language version 4.0.

(the data are contiguous). However, the Darcy-Weisbach

The two pipe head loss equations need various values

implementation could incur a performance penalty since

for each pipe to be computed, such as pipe ﬂow, minor

there could be incoherent branching between threads of

loss coefﬁcient, resistance coefﬁcient, roughness coefﬁcient,

the same block. Furthermore, for each iteration the data

and pipe diameter. These values are stored in different

have to be moved from the CPU main memory to the on

arrays where each index in the arrays represents the values

board memory of the graphic cards and then back. There-

of a speciﬁc pipe. The values that do not change between

fore, the gain obtained by the GPU computation could be

steady-state steps are initialised and computed only once

limited.

during the initialisation of the hydraulic solver.

In the case of SIMD operations, power and logarithm

The object that computes the head loss of the pipes in

functions are not directly available since the set of instruc-

the network is composed of two methods: prepareHead-

tions include only basic ﬂoating point

arithmetical

Loss() and computeHeadLoss(). The ﬁrst method is called

operations. It is possible to approximate these functions

before the code that loops through each link to compute

using polynomial with basic operations (Davidson et al.

the coefﬁcient using the pipe head loss, see the ﬁrst step

); however it is not simple to achieve the performance

after the loop in Figure 3. In the original sequential code,

and accuracy desired using this technique. Fortunately, it

this method does not perform any action. The second

is possible to access optimised SIMD version of the power

method is called each time the head loss of a pipe is

and logarithm function using the Intel C þþ Compiler ver-

requested during the computation of the vectors and

sion

12.0

(Intel

),

Corporation

the

Accelerate

Framework for Mac OS X (Apple Inc. ) or the AMD
libM library (Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. ).

matrices for the GGA.
In the case of the new implementations that use HPC
techniques, the main computation is performed in all the

Considering the characteristics of the pipe head loss

pipes by the prepareHeadLoss() method. The resulting

computation and the availability of power and logarithm

values are stored in three arrays. Then, when the compute-

functions that use SIMD operations and GPU compu-

HeadLoss() method is called by a speciﬁc pipe, the result

tation,

will

values are retrieved from these three arrays. This implemen-

implement the pipe head loss computation using these

tation has the advantage that the head loss is calculated in

HPC techniques.

all the pipes at the same time without any other extra

the

new

improved

hydraulic
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SIMD operations version of the prepareHeadLoss() method which computes H-W equation.

execution between pipe computations. It has the disadvantage that the head loss is computed also for closed links.
Figure 5 shows the code of the SIMD operations version
of the prepareHeadLoss() method that computes the H-W
equation. The __m128d type represents a 128-bit register
which contains two double precision ﬂoating point values.
The methods starting with _mm preﬁx represent intrinsic
functions that perform SIMD operations, while the _pd postﬁx indicates that the instructions use two double precision

Figure 6

|

GPU computation version of the prepareHeadLoss() method which computes
the H-W equation.

values.
The code contains a loop that iterates through each pipe

In this case, the number of threads per block is ﬁxed at

by stepping two pipes at time (i ¼ i þ 2). The ﬁrst three lines

128 since this is the value that gave better performance in

of code load for each input array provides the values from

the majority of the tests performed.

two pipes simultaneously. Then the various parts of the

In the third line of code of Figure 6, the values of array

equation are computed using two values at a time. Finally

containing the ﬂow of each pipe are copied into the memory

the results are written back to each output array by two

of the GPU. The copyHostToDevice() and copyDeviceTo-

values at a time. The methods that have the __vrd2 preﬁx

Host() are internal methods that, respectively, move an

are special methods that work on two double precision ﬂoat-

array of values from the main memory to the on board

ing point values from the libM library. This library does not

memory of the GPU and vice versa. Then, the H-W equation

directly contain a power function; however it is possible to

is computed on the GPU using the deviceKernelCompute-

compute the power values using the exponent and logarithm

HW() method which launch the kernel that calculates the

functions.
Figure 6 shows the code of the GPU computation ver-

H-W equation for each pipe. This method uses speciﬁc
CUDA language extensions (<<< and >>> tokens) to

sion of the prepareHeadLoss() method that computes the

deﬁne the number of threads per block and total number

H-W equation. The ﬁrst step in a GPU computation is to

of blocks used. Finally, in the three last lines of code, the

decide the number of threads needed, which in this case is

values of the arrays containing the results are copied back

one for each pipe in the network, and to partition the

from the GPU memory into the main memory.

threads into blocks that can be solved independently

Figure 7 shows the code of the kernel which computes

(NVIDIA Corporation ). The ﬁrst two lines of code in

the H-W equation. This code is very similar to the sequential

Figure 6 set the number of threads per block and the total

code. The main difference is that the index of the pipe (i) is

number of blocks, which depends on the number of pipes.

retrieved using the built-in variables blockDim, blockIdx,
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Kernel that computes the H-W equation for each pipe in the GPU.

and threadIdx which return the number of threads in a

in this work are: the hydraulic solver that uses SIMD oper-

block, the number of the blocks being computed, and

ations only for the linear algebra operations (SIMD-LA); the

number of threads inside the block that is executing the

one that uses SIMD operations only for the pipe head loss

kernel respectively. Thus, these three variables are used to

computation (SIMD-HL); the hydraulic solver that uses

uniquely identify a thread. Another characteristic of this

SIMD operations for both previous computational blocks

code is that the number of threads executed is probably

(called SIMD-LA-HL); and the hydraulic solver that uses

more than the number of pipes in the network, since the

GPU computation (GPU-HL) only for the pipe head loss

threads per block is a multiple of 32. Thus, the code contains

computation.

a conditional statement which checks that threads executing

The networks used in the tests are those from Table 1

the kernel are the ones with a unique number lower than the

and the hardware is the same one used in the previous per-

number of pipes to compute.

formance analysis tests with the addition of an NVIDIA

The code examples shown in Figures 5 and 7 are a sim-

GeForce GTX 285 GPU for the GPU computation. The

pliﬁcation of the original CWSNet code. These examples do

improved versions of the hydraulic solver use double pre-

not show, for length reasons, the conditional statement that

cision ﬂoating point values in the computations as the

protects against the division by zero and the computation of

original code; however both techniques sacriﬁce some

the absolute value of the ﬂow when there is respectively no

numerical precision in order to achieve high performance.

ﬂow or negative ﬂow in the pipes. The conditional statement

Therefore in the comparisons, the maximum relative error

and the absolute value computation are executed in parallel

(E) in the nodal heads between the original hydraulic

in both SIMD and GPU cases.

solver and the improved one is evaluated for each network
using Equation (1), where n is the number of nodes in the
network, Ho(i) is the nodal head computed by the original

PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF IMPROVED VERSION
AND DISCUSSION

hydraulic solver for node i and Hn(i) is the nodal head computed by the new improved hydraulic solver tested at the
same node i.

The performance gains achieved by the use of SIMD operations and GPU computation are evaluated by comparing
the average computational times obtained by the original

E ¼ max
i¼1,n

jHo(i)  Hn(i)j
Ho(i) þ Hn(i)
2

(1)

demand-driven hydraulic solver of CWSNet to the ones
obtained by the new improved versions of the demand-

Tables 2 and 3 present the results of the tests with the

driven hydraulic solver. The four improved versions tested

hydraulic solvers using SIMD and GPU computations,
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Computational time and relative error obtained by the hydraulic solvers using SIMD operations

Original CWSNet

SIMD-LA

T (ms)

T

S

SIMD-HL
Imp (%)

E

S
8

T

SIMD-LA-HL
Imp (%)

E

S
8

T

Imp (%)

E

S
8

91

N1

16.2

91

15.8

2.5

2.36 × 10

91

13.7

15.4

2.83 × 10

91

13.8

14.8

2.71 × 10

N2

51.3

204

51.1

0.4

1.14 × 108

204

38.1

25.7

1.27 × 109

204

38.0

25.9

8.24 × 109

204

N3

19.4

14

18.7

3.6

5.82 × 108

14

14.6

24.7

2.44 × 106

14

14.2

26.8

7.45 × 108

14

N4

393.8

97

381.2

3.2

9.27 × 107

97

289.7

26.4

3.93 × 107

97

283.1

28.1

9.48 × 107

97

7

7

7

155
122

N5

934.3

155

915.3

2.0

1.94 × 10

158

848.7

9.2

3.63 × 10

156

829.1

11.3

2.75 × 10

N6

1,409.8

122

1,356.4

3.8

2.13 × 106

122

1,227.3

12.9

2.02 × 106

122

1,212.8

14.0

2.28 × 106

0.5

6

14.5

8

44

N7

1,459.6

Table 3

|

44

1,452.9

9.40 × 10

44

1,248.6

Computational time and relative error obtained by the hydraulic solvers using
GPU computation

5.14 × 10

–

–

–

–

the case of networks that are not well balanced. This is the
case when valves, pumps, or pipes keep switching their

Original CWSNet

GPU-HL

T (ms)

T

status from one iteration to the next and thus the hydraulic
solver might not converge to a solution within the maximum

ID

S

Imp (%)

E

S

number of iterations allowed. For example, in Table 2, the

N1

16.2

91

105.7

552.5

3.40 × 108

91

results of the hydraulic solver that uses SIMD operations

N2

51.3

204

140.7

174.3

1.63 × 109

204

for both linear algebra operations and pipe head loss compu-

N3

19.4

14

60.1

209.8

5.01 × 108

14

tation are not shown for the network N7, since the hydraulic

N4

393.8

97

340.5

13.5

4.02 × 107

97

solver does not converge, i.e. SIMD-LA-HL reach the maxi-

N5

934.3

155

850.6

9.0

1.29 × 107

158

mum number of iterations allowed without converging

N6

1,409.8

122

1,210.7

14.1

1.18 × 106

122

while the other versions of the solvers converge just before

N7

1,459.6

44

1,184.8

18.8

1.24 × 107

44

the maximum number of iterations. Furthermore, Table 2
shows that the HPC techniques can have an impact on the
total number of steady-state steps performed (see e.g.

respectively. In these tables, T is the average mean execution

steady-state steps for N5). This is due to a small difference

time in milliseconds (ms) between 10 executions of

in numerical computations that activate rules and controls

the hydraulic solver analysed; Imp is the percentage of

at different times during the EPS.

computational time improvement obtained by the improved

As can be seen in Table 2, the hydraulic solver that uses

hydraulic solver as compared to the original one; and

SIMD operations for the linear algebra operations only, is

S is the number of steady-state steps performed. As in

only slightly faster than the original one. The improvements

the previous tests, the execution time includes only

obtained by SIMD operations should be directly related to

the initialisation of the solver, the various steady-

the number of values that are computed simultaneously by

state steps and the update of the results in the network

the SIMD operations (two 128-bit registers equivalent to

object.

four double precision values). Given that the linear algebra

Tables 2 and 3 show that the maximum relative error

operations block represents between 8% (N5) and 12%

between the improved versions and the original hydraulic

(N1) of the total computational time (see Figure 4), the

solver is never higher than 1.0 × 106. The numerical pre-

improved hydraulic solver should achieve between 4 and

cision lost by the HPC techniques could be considered

6% faster computations than the original one. However, as

insigniﬁcant. However, this small difference between the

previously stated, the non-contiguous access of data of the

results of the original computation and the results of the com-

linear algebra operations is not ideal for the SIMD

putation using HPC techniques could change the outcome in

operations.
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The hydraulic solver that uses SIMD operations only for

access and thus the management of the cache between

the pipe head loss computation is signiﬁcantly faster than

implementations; this could result in a different percentage

the original one, from 9.2% (N5) to 26% (N4) faster. This

of improvements.

is due to the head loss computational block, which includes

In the results shown in Table 3 for the GPU version of

power and logarithm functions, representing between 25%

the improved hydraulic solver, it is possible to see that the

(N5) and 42% (N2) of the total computational time. This

computational times for smaller networks are higher than

conﬁrms that the head loss computations for each pipe are

the ones of the original version. This is happening because

highly data parallel; thus can achieve good results using

the amount of data is so small that the performance gains

SIMD operations.

obtained by the GPU computation are not big enough to

The lowest time improvement is obtained on network

compensate for the performance lost due to data movements

N5; this network uses the D-W equations for the pipe

and the launch of the kernels. By increasing the amount of

head loss computation, which follows different execution

data required to compute with larger network, the GPU ver-

paths depending on the Reynolds number. This code with

sion achieves faster computations than the original version

many conditional statements did not gain much from the

and the SIMD one. However, these speed-ups are not as

use of SIMD operations. In the case of large networks, the

high as the difference in theoretical performance between

improvements are smaller, since the head loss computation

the GPU and CPU would indicate. Unfortunately, the data

and the linear algebra operations represent a small amount

movements during each iteration have a high impact on

of the total computation time. Furthermore, the large

the total computational performance even in the case of

amount of data in the larger network increases the cache

large networks.
Table 4 presents the comparisons between the execution

miss in the computations and these misses limit the effec-

times obtained with EPANET2 and those obtained with

tiveness of the SIMD operations.
The improved demand-driven hydraulic solver that uses

CWSNet hydraulic solvers (the original and the best timings

SIMD operations for both computational blocks achieves

from the improved hydraulic solvers). The comparison with

between 11% (N5) and 28% (N4) faster computation than

EPANET2 is intended to show how the original and the

the original hydraulic solver. The improvements obtained

improved CWSNet fare in comparison with the state of

using SIMD operations for both computational blocks are

the art demand-driven hydraulic solver in the ﬁeld. In this

not a direct sum of the improvements obtained by using

table, Imp and the maximum relative error (E) use

SIMD operations in the two blocks separately. This is

EPANET2 as base. It is shown that the execution time of

more evident in the results obtained by the smallest net-

the original CWSNet hydraulic solver is slower than

work. A possible explanation is that the use of SIMD

EPANET2. This is due to EPANET2 being designed to be

operations in different blocks of code changes the data

fast, while CWSNet was designed to be ﬂexible and

Table 4

|

Comparison between EPANET2 and CWSNet demand-driven hydraulic solvers

EPANET2
ID

N1
N2

T (ms)

14.1
47.2

Original CWSNet
S

T

91
207

Improved CWSNet (best timings)

Imp (%)

16.2
51.3

E

S

T

Imp (%)

E

S

Version

15.1

7.24 × 108

91

13.8

1.9

7.24 × 108

91

SIMD-LA-PHL

8.7

5

204

38.0

19.5

4.12 × 105

204

SIMD-LA-PHL

7

4.12 × 10

8

N3

16.2

14

19.4

19.7

9.26 × 10

14

14.2

12.4

1.10 × 10

14

SIMD-LA-PHL

N4

220.9

97

393.8

78.2

8.34 × 107

97

283.1

28.1

1.36 × 106

97

SIMD-LA-PHL

2

2

N5

665.6

164

934.3

40.4

1.12 × 10

155

829.1

24.6

1.12 × 10

155

SIMD-LA-PHL

N6

523.6

40

1,409.8

169.3

2.52 × 106

122

1,210.7

131.2

1.56 × 106

122

GPU-HL

18.6

3

3.7

3

44

GPU-HL

N7

1,230.9

44

1,459.6
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extensible. This ﬂexibility requires additional computations,

the pipe head loss computation obtains from 9 to 26.5%

such as the linear algebra operations, and the use of

faster execution than the original sequential hydraulic

additional resources such as computer memory for inter-

solver, depending on the size of the network and type of

mediate vectors-matrices; thus it comes at a performance

head loss equation used. Since SIMD operations are rela-

cost. This is illustrated in Table 4 on the cases of networks

tively simple to implement, they are a good technique to

N4 and N5. In addition to this, EPANET2 solves network

use in existing hydraulic solver applications in order to

N6 with a decreased number of steady-state steps than the

achieve higher performance.

two CWSNet hydraulic solvers. This is due to the fact that

Where GPU computation is used to calculate the head

the controls and rules of this network do not work in

loss of the pipes, the new implementation of the hydraulic

CWSNet the same way as in EPANET2. In the case of net-

solver that uses GPGPU obtains faster executions only

work N6, controls and rules in CWSNet are activated

when the network computed is signiﬁcantly large. For net-

roughly every 6 minutes as opposed to every 30 minutes as

works larger than 2,000 pipes, the executions are from 9.0

in EPANET2, thus increasing signiﬁcantly the number of

to 18.8% faster than the original sequential hydraulic solver.

steady-state steps. However, despite all of the above, due

The possible performance gains that can be obtained by

to the use of HPC technique, the improved CWSNet

using the large computational power of the GPU are limited

hydraulic

outperform

in this particular implementation by the need to move data

EPANET2 in other cases for both small (N1-N3) and large

from the main memory of the CPU to the on board memory

networks (N7).

of the GPU in each iteration of a hydraulic solver step.

solvers

can

still

match

and

In order to further increase the computational performance of future implementations of hydraulic solvers, GPU

CONCLUSIONS

computation is the technique that has the higher potential
for performance improvements. These further improvements

This work shows that data parallel HPC techniques can be

could be obtained because of the increasing trend in CPU

used successfully to accelerate demand-driven hydraulic sol-

design to integrate the CPU and GPU in a single die/chip

vers. However, these techniques need to be used for

on the motherboard. This could remove the performance

computations that are highly data parallel in order to gain

bottleneck of data movement between CPU and GPU.

computational performance. The HPC techniques studied

Alternatively, a more elaborate re-design of a demand-

are: single instruction multiple data (SIMD) operations

driven hydraulic solver could achieve high computational

and general purpose computing on graphics processing

performance by using GPU computation. This re-design

units (GPGPU).

could allow a larger number of possible computations to

While until now the typical chosen candidate for using

be carried out directly on the GPU. One example is to use

data parallel HPC techniques was the linear solver, this

the GPU for the computation performed in each element

work indicates that the ideal computation to gain from

of the network and the preparation of vectors and matrices

these techniques is the calculation of the head loss in each

(coefﬁcients) used by the GGA, with only the minimum of

pipe. The pipe head loss computation is not only highly

the necessary sequential code left to be executed on the

data parallel (i.e. the calculation is done independently in

CPU.

each pipe), but it has also the higher impact in the total computation time of the hydraulic simulation. In the case of the
demand driven hydraulic solver of the CWSNet library, the
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